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INSPIRING
UNIQUENESS
You cannot blend in, if you were born to stand out.

Playtop is a team of dedicated, passionate and knowledgeable
professionals, who through a global network of exclusive Playtop
Licensees, are determined to inspire uniqueness around the world.
As a global team we bring safe,

communicating with people that are

sustainable, environmentally friendly,

different from ourselves which widens

innovative and durable play and leisure

our horizon, opens our minds, and

surfaces to every demographic on the

inspires us to inspire uniqueness….

planet and we strive to always inspire

through beautiful, creative, sustainable,

the World around us whilst embracing

and high quality solutions.

uniqueness in both projects and
people.
We believe that every person in
the World has value and is unique,
and that it is embracing our
differences, listening, interacting and
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As individuals we celebrate being
different, as a company we take
pride in standing out.

PLAYTOP
COLOURS
May Green

Reseda Green

Rainbow Green

Light Grey

RAL 6017

RAL 6011

RAL 6025

RAL 7035

Medium Grey

Slate Grey

Pearl

Brown

RAL 7012

RAL 7015

RAL 1013

RAL 8024

Chocolate Brown

Red

Rose

Orange

RAL 8017

RAL 3016

RAL 3017

RAL 2004

Heather Violet

Yellow

Earth Yellow

Beige

RAL 4003

RAL 1012

RAL 1006

RAL 1001

Eggshell

Sky Blue

Teal

Dark Blue

RAL 1015

RAL 5015

RAL 5024

RAL 5009

Purple

Earth Blend

Fire Blend

Water Blend

RAL 4005

EPDM Blend

EPDM Blend

EPDM Blend

Note: RAL numbers are approximate. The colour and texture of the materials laid on site may differ slightly.
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PLAYTOP
NIKE GRIND BLENDS
Green

Black

Brown

Nike Grind

Nike Grind

Nike Grind

Sand

Plum

Red

Nike Grind

Nike Grind

Nike Grind

Flame

Blue

Nike Grind

Nike Grind

PLAYTOP
WALK COLOURS
Red

Silver

Gold

Walk

Walk

Walk
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PLAYTOP
WITH NIKE GRIND
Intelligent recycling - less waste.

Unique, sustainable and high performance rubber intelligently
retrieved from worn out sports shoes and incorporated in our
recreational Playtop surfaces.
As an official Global Nike Grind Partner,

By adding sustainable and high

we have developed the Playtop with

performance rubber material derived

Nike Grind system which is the only

from recycled athletic footwear into

product of its kind that incorporates

our colourful EPDM wearing course,

Nike Grind rubber from sports shoes to

Playtop raises global awareness on the

create a colourful range of fully tested,

importance of upcycling and recycling

safe, durable and impact absorbing

and takes the lead internationally when

wet pour safety surfaces, designed

it comes to the innovation and creation

for playgrounds and recreational

of environmentally friendly surfacing.

applications.

A system we are proud to call Playtop
with Nike Grind.
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OUTDOOR
A fully tested flexible, safe, sustainable and
colourful playground surfacing for all outdoor
playgrounds and recreational spaces.

Playtop wet pour safety surface is a durable, joint-free, porous
material made from rubber granules and polyurethane binders.
It is mixed and installed on site as a wet

The elastic properties of the wet pour

pour product and can be laid in any

rubber surfacing provide cushioning

shape, either on a draining purpose-

to absorb the impact from a fall onto

built base like compacted crushed

the surface. The greater the depth of

stone or over existing ashphalt.

the surface, the more impact can be

The base layer is made from recycled
tyre rubber and the top layer consists
of finer EPDM rubber granules,
available in many bright and attractive
colours.
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absorbed. Playtop’s unique base layer
interlocks with the top layer to provide
a strong interlocking bond that gives
the system the optimal properties for
a long life cycle, superior within the
industry.

OUTDOOR

PLAYTOP

SPLASH PARKS
A porous rubber surfacing for aquatic parks and
pool surrounds with antibacterial properties.

Playtop Aquatic is an attractive and porous rubber surface with antislip and antibacterial properties designed for use in wet-play areas.
There is no limit to the surface

surface itself into an integrated and fun

designs that can be made from the

part of the recreational play surface.

great variety of standard colours and
innumerable customised blends. The
same wide range of colours allow you
to give the pool surround or splash pad
surface a colour that stands out
or blends in – as you prefer.
The great choice of colour is also an
opportunity for customers to turn the
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Playtop Aquatic is furthermore
an environmentally friendly and
sustainable surface with antibacterial
properties. Playtop Aquatic is safe, slip
resistant and water permeable. Made
entirely from high quality components.

AQUATIC

PLAYTOP

SPORT COURT
An innovative and durable rubber surfacing for
multi-purpose activity courts and leisure areas.

At Playtop we believe that social interaction is just as important
as physical activity. With our attractive, dynamic and flexible
Playtop Sport Court surface we encourage the combination of
social and physical activity both on and off the court creating
a fun and inspiring recreational environment.
Playtop Sport Court is a high quality

Playtop Sport Court is a cost effective

rubber surface designed for multiple

multifunctional surface which caters

recreational sports and leisure

for all age groups. For the best

activities – from Basketball and

possible rebound of a basketball and

Football, to Gymnastics and Yoga.

other ball sports, this attractive and

A unique top coat provides improved
slip resistance and minimises the risk
of growth of moss and algae.
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multifunctional recreational surface
can be installed onto existing concrete
or asphalt in good condition.

SPORT COURT

PLAYTOP

WALK

PLAYTOP

WALK
A more enjoyable walking or biking experience.

Playtop Walk is a new water permeable surfacing system made
from a unique blend of recycled REACH certified truck tyre rubber
and natural decorative aggregate.
The fields of application of Playtop

Playtop Walk is fully porous and offers

Walk range from pedestrian and

high speed drainage and meets the

bicycle paths to light equestrian traffic.

requirements for SUDS (Sustainable

Through its even, resilient and slip
resistant surface Playtop Walk meets
the criteria to also qualify as an
accessible surface for wheelchair users.
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Urban Drainage Systems). A practical
low maintenance one layer solution,
quick and easy to install.

INDOOR

PLAYTOP

INDOOR
A non-porous, easy to clean safety surfacing
system ideal for all kinds of indoor play areas.

Playtop Indoor is the perfect and sensible choice for indoor
playgrounds as it has been specifically developed for areas where
high pressure washing is not possible and where draining is not
always available.
With its high quality pore sealed

airports, hotels and more. It can be

surface, Playtop Indoor offers both low

supplied both as a decorative play

maintenance and easy cleaning with

surface and if necessary, in compliance

no need for the use of chemicals.

with the European Norm EN1177 for

Playtop Indoor is an excellent choice
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critical fall height.

for indoor playgrounds at camping

At Playtop we are intelligently green –

sites, shopping centres, nurseries,

also indoors!
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SPHERES

PLAYTOP

SPHERES
A selection of unique, functional and highly decorative
design elements made to enhance any play area.

Playtop has added a new dimension to surfacing through
the development and introduction of Playtop Spheres.
These three-dimensional rubber

The great variety of colours and an

shapes can be used for sitting on,

availability of three different sizes

running around or simply for admiring

(350mm, 450mm and 600mm

for the aesthetic expression they

diameter) provide an exciting and fun

bring to playgrounds, recreational

challenge for the architect, contractor,

spaces, schools, nurseries and urban

or playground designer to choose

environments.

from the endless list of possible
combinations and applications.
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PLAYTOP
AND THE PLANET
Playtop gives maximum consideration to the environment
and to future generations of our planet.

New technologies, innovative processes and sparkling creativity
enable us to recycle responsibly whilst meeting criteria of global
health, safety and environmental standards.
The Playtop ownership group

Playtop surfaces are designed to be

processes almost 20,000 tonnes

safe, durable and sustainable and

of environmental friendly REACH

offers the highest level of technical

compliant end of life bus and truck

performance.

tyres every year. The clean rubber
from this process is used as base layer
for Playtop’s high quality playground
and recreational systems, whilst all
steel is separated and given new life
as reinforcement fibres in industrial
concrete flooring and smelted to
produce cast iron products such as
road manhole covers.
All tyres processed in our plant are
100% recycled and reused.

The long lasting, environmental
friendly and fully tested systems from
Playtop, reduce the risk of need for
early repairs or replacements and
makes Playtop the best and most
responsible choice in the market,
both environmentally and financially.
For test certificates, performance
results and other technical
documentation, please go to
playtop.com or contact your local
Playtop supplier.
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